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ABSTRÀCT

One-electron energy bands in a one-dimensíona1 crystal lat-
tice are studied. Bound and ionized regions of the.crystal
are studied, the Latter exhibiting vanishing gaps for cer-

tain potentials. Physical criteria for the existence of

gaps are discussed. Electronic Charge Densities are also

presented.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Recent calculations of one-electron energy bands using the

Prane wave Dif f raction (pwo) t'tethod have been quite success-

f ul (r,oty and Bahurmuz , 1979, 1980, 1981 ) . The tow-lying

bands of the Mathieu and Kronig-Penney potentials have been

described well by this method. This earlier interest con-

cerns bands near or belov¡ the tops of the potential barri-
ers, that is, bound, rather than ionized states.

Several other simple but important potentials are consid-

ered here. They include the one-dimensional triangular po-

tential, a triangular potential with a plateau between the

weIls, and a superlattice potential.

The triangular potential is interesting for several rea-

sons. First, it is simply characterized mathematically.

Secondly, this potential can be made synthetically
(Gossard et âI, 1982). Thirdly, it has an interesting atom-

ic limit which is quite distinct from the Kronig-penney and

Mathieu potentials. In fact, this one-dimensional power law

potential is a confining potential, but is narrow at the

bottom because of its decreasing width. The energy level
spacing is expected to be different from other atomic we1ls,

and this difference will also be seen in the periodic case,

1



Since semiconductor lasers may be made

terials, ít is important to establish

seperation pattern.

f rom

their

2

synthetic ma-

energy level

Fortunately, recent activity in connection with the spec-

tra of pot{er law potentials has provided numerical solutions

and asymptotic formulae for the one-dimensional linear power

potential (ashbaugh and Morgan, 1981). The PI.ID results com-

pare accurately with these atomic results, as well as show-

ing the bandstructure of the corresponding periodic case.

The triangular well with a plateau between the we1ls is a

IogicáI extension of the pure triangular case, and has re-
cently been examined by Lin and Smit (1981). Their primary

moLivation vras the investigation of zero band gaps in the

ionized region. The PWD Method, too, is used to investigate
the bandstructure of this potential, demonstrating the exis-
tence of Èhese zero gaps.

The superlattice potential, as t¡eI1 as the triangular
type potentialsr câtì be made synthetically by a process

known as Molecular Beam Epitaxy. Traditionally, examples of

electrons subject to various profires have been restricted
to naturally occuring systems (tto1bas, 1984). Now, by this
process, these various potenLial profiles can be made syn-

thetically. It is because these potentials are physically
realizabler ôs welI as mathematically simple, that they are

of interest.
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In this method, a layer of one material, such as gallium

arsenide is placed between two layers of another material,

such as aluminum gallium arsenide. This structure creates a

potential weII. If several sets of these layers are pro-

duced, a periodic system of potentials is formed. Various

potential profiles have been made using this method. They

include a parabolic quantum well (t¡íller et al, 1984) and

lhe triangular potential (Gossard et âI, 1982r.

The energy bands of electrons subject to these potentials

are calculated for both bound and ionized regions of the

crystal lattíce. The ionized regions exhibit vanishing gaps

for certain potentials, a topic that has received renewed

attention in the recent literature. Some physical criteria

for these vanishing gaps are then discussed.

FinalIy, the electronic wavefunctions in the above crys-

tals are studied. The probability density for electrons

subject to such potentials are then computed.



Chapter I I

SOME METHOÐS OF ONE_DIMENSIONÀL BANDSTRUCTURE
CALCULATIONS

One must make some assumptions before beginning any band-

structure calculations. Tvro assumptions are made in the

techniques reviewed here.

In the first assumption the crystal is regarded as a per-

fect periodic structure. Although this is an artificial
representation of a real crystal, it is convenient mathemat-

icalIy, and does yield sensible results.

In the second simplifying assumption, the electron is as-

sumed to move independently of all other electrons. Each

electron is affected by the crystal potential and the aver-

age potential of all other electrons. This assumption is
called the one-electron approximation.

Thus the task is to

I{ave Equation (swe) [-
L

solve the one electron Schrodinger

*f*. viÐ] Ytu\, E vLL)

for the allowed energies and wavefunctions.

4
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Early studies of this problem have been considered impracti-

ca1 because very few one-dimensional systems existed. Now,

however, one-dimensional systems can be synthetically manu-

factured by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (t'lge). Thus there has

been a revival of interest in the solution of the S!{E with a

periodic potential. Several methods for its solution are

presented here.

For a f ew potentials, the SI^¡E can be solved exactly.

These potentials include the Kronig-Penny potential (t<ronig

and Penney, 1931), the Mathieu potential (pot and Strutt,
1928) and the potential v(x)= -cscz (tfx/a) (Scarf , 1958) .

Ànother potential for which the Schrodinger Wave Equation

can be solved completely is the potentiat v(x) = (l-T¿)(t- 2l

cosx *ìfz ) where o< tr( 1 (î,¡il1e et ê1, 1983). However, the

number of potentials for which the SwE can be solved exactly

is small, and numerical techniques must be used, in general.

Numerical integration is a direct technique of solving

the swp (r,in and Smit, 1981). À value of E, y , ana aYr/ax

is chosen at one point. Then the SwE is numerically inte-
grated to yield y (x) at any other point. The value of k,

the wavevector, must then be found after Y fru" been comput-

ed.

An alternative to numerical integration is the technique

of transforming Schrodinger's differential equation into a

difference equation. The resulting difference equation can
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be solved by the method of continued fractions (vigneron and

Lambin, 1979). Basically, an energy value is chosen and

subslituted into a recurrence relation involving the energy

and Broch wavefunction. rhis recurrence reration is then

solved using a continued fraction approach. After some al-
gebrar ân equation is provided for determining whether or

not the chosen value of energy is indeed a solution of the

SWE. It is a quick, efficíent method, but one must have

some idea of the energy before the calculation begins.

Alternately, a variational technique could be used to
solve the swE for the allowed energies and s¡avefunctions
(Clarke and Martin, 1980). In this procedure, the unknown

vravefunction is expressed in terms of a linear combination

of basis functions. In symbols, the wavefunction would be

wrirren""Y(x)=Tr,& . This wavefunction is substituted
into the expression for the energy expectation value,

dx.

When <E> is minimized with respect to Èhe coefficients of

the wavefunction expansion, a set of linear equations is ob-

tained. These linear equations are solved for energies and

wavefunctions.

Finally, the PWD method is another way of transforming

the SWE into a set of algebraic equations, and solving them.

This method is the subject of this study and is examined in

detail in the nex! chapter.

<E> = 1/Nfy¿ix)n V,tr)
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Basically, the periodic potential of a crystal lattice is

expanded in a Fourier series, and the electronic wavefunc-

tion is expanded in terms of plane waves. These expansions

are substituted into the swE, converting it to an algebraíc

equation. This metl¡od is conceptually simpler câtì be ex-

tended to two or three dimensions (r,oty and Bahurmuz, 1979't,

and, as will be seen, yields good results.



Chapter III
PWD METHOD

The PWD method is used to calculate the bandstructures of

elect,rons subject to simple potentials. The details of this
method are presented here.

To begin the study of this method¡ wê assume that there

is a periodic chain of identíca1 atoms, each having a given

potential. By Bloch's Theorem the wavefunction of an elec-

tron in this periodic potential can be expanded in'terms of

plane vraves:

, _ó-\ J
t(l-'Gl'(

v(r) ;(r"f
e

For example, in one-dimensionr wê can write
I

U)

reciprocal lattice vec-

0)

y (r) =I.d,. e
Ct ß'a

is the wavevector and G is aWhere k

tor.

Usually, ât the beginning of bandstructure problems, the

spatial distribution of the potential energy must be deter-
mined, often by self-consistent methods (noelling, 1981).

I-,etrs assume though that we know the potential bef orehand.

In this study, the potential would be one of the potentials

mentioned in the introduction. Because this potential. is
periodic it can be expanded in a Fourier series

=f ua
or
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v(x )
iQnn/ñL

= vô + 2v, cos Qttx/ù + 2Y2cos(4rx/a) + . . .

In the one-dimensional case G¡ = 2ÍÍn/a , n = 0rJ1 ¡!2r,...

Next, consider the one electron approximation where elec-

trons move in the potential of the ion cores and the average

potential of the other electrons. This potential is denoted

by v(r). The swB then becomes 3

(-¡z/)¡vaz + v(r)l f,CÉ)= ttxl YrCÐ

Substituting ( 1 ) and Ql into the SlrE yields

=ãun "

[-# vz * 
à,un,siê'i1ln,or-n, 

¿tÈd)'È
-¡ -s(ì -\

i (L-ç t'r
€.CtàZ dp-a,(

Gt

Operating and regrouping yields

dl,-u

dIt-ht

Noting that

lry'-xu]:
qt

^i¿È-È')'Ê (-s ¡t ,¿È-ð*4").È(,'-- + Tï,,nr-n' V*n e'"" 
\'{ '"r 

= e

s tsl \ s
ì ( lt-[¡ ),r

+ I>. 4r-&,Vdu e-çt çtt

+,'rñ-A)2Denoting-6 |

tered state k-G,

l,oh-a'l1v-u,- ¿cbú e
&t

By multiplying through by

spacer wê obtain

the

uv Evd

Eu-t' trrrlÍ
III*ç'v'"1

.-s i( "stlì .¡
t(lt - G+8 /'r

jì =D
s(*e

energy of the electron in the scat-

r the expression can be written as

åå\å
i¿l',*4)'f

A and integrating over alI

* Jr å((r.¡
tÊ-ø +Cr l,r

o

å oir -¡

3; 
Ltc" O ,'rÅ, 

*t
gt

e'(d-Ð'iu = &u

t {
Slorc

Í Il sVrL



one arrives at the infinite set of

the energy sPectrum
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algebraic equations for

4r-ç( rå-e - øcÊ))t z *È-1,VC.C = $ ß)
G(

This equation is equivalent to the original wave equation,

but easier to work with.

These expressions express the fact that an electron in

state k is scattered to state k-G by the ionic potentials
(Bahurmuz and r,oly, 1981). uf is the free electron energy,

whereas e(k) is the energy of an eLectron in state k. We

obtain non-trivial solutions of this equation by setting the

determinant of coefficients equal to zerol

àr+,1 (eu.l - Eî--r)to*, - Vc_u I = o (+)

If G = G/ rthe potential term becomes Ve, a constant aver-

age potentiat. Thus the diagonal. terms of the determinant

represent the kinetic energy (ne) of the diffracted elec-

trons to within the constant average potential.

If G f G', the first term in the determinant, the kine-

teic energy term, vanishes, leaving only the potential term.

Thus the off-diagonal terrns of the determinant represent the

Fourier coefficients of the periodic potential.
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At this point, the analysis will be restricted to one di-

mensional problems, although the formalism so far applies to

lwo and three dimensions as well.

In one-dimension the reciprocal lattice vectors become

c = z¡!"/a X= o,i1 ,t2,'t3.o...
as mentioned before. The potential becomes

v(x) = tve¿lnÛþ)r
î¿

v1 = Yl, .

are made to
Since the potentials of the ion cores are real'

Some scale changes (toty and Bahurmuz, 1981)

simplify the cal-culations.

Enerq ies

The energies are referred to the bandwidth of the lowest

free energy band r

E = n, (1t¿6f,"12m

ët" = Ëpl9o

Wavevectors

The wavevectors are normalized to t,he Brillouin Zone Wave-

vec tor , W, = fil /u)
x = KCv/ø)

¡ = Yttt++

yielding a first Brillouin Zone from -1 to +1.

Thus the determinant becomes

aet | (h2(k-e¡z/2n - h2k2/2n)[d 
ï,-ol= 

o

Or, substituting the scale changes,

u"r[ [( K - 2Lt z -."]<fJ 
ï,-nì= 

o

Ànd setting
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T= (K- ztlz -êr + vô

v = v¿/Eo

the determinant becomes,

Er v v

v

'v^

t

t

L

to

t
But since UU = Y¿ the determinant is symmetric

L¿

urt-t''
!Lg

vt¡

vI

(5)

p

The problem of solving

derl tgituE(k))2 * %.oÞ 
o

is simplified to finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

the real symmetric matrix (5). The diagonal terms are the

KE terms, and the off-diagonal terms are the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the potential energies.

The eigenvalues of this rnatrix are the reduced energies,

,y'ro, referred to the constant energy level V6. The eigen-

vectors are the coefficients of the wavefunctions,{.



The wavefunctions themselves can then be found

tuting these coef f icient,s into expression ( l) .
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by substi-

llhus,

put, and

the

Èhe

Fourier series for a given

energies and wavefunctions

potential is the in-
are the output.

3.1

Next '

COMPUTER CODING OF PROBLEM

the numerical procedure is outlined.

We want to

real symmetric

find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

matrix

t.-

v
I

I
!L- t-l

to

t¿ t

The program computes the values of ly and Va ,and then

feeds these values into the matrix. The eigenvalues and ei-
genvectors are then found using the IMSL subroutine EIGRS.

The major segments of the program consist of:

1. Initialization
2. Spanning Reciprocal Lattice Space

3. Calcu1ate Potentials and Feed Them into Matrix

4. Truncation of Fourier Series
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6,

7.

8.

Span K Space

Calculate KE terms and Feed them into Matrix

Find Energy Eigenvalues

Find Wavefunctions

Bhe program is coded in Fortran.

3.1.1 tnitial :i zat i on

This sect,ion specifies such things as variable type and di-
mensions.

å(NSYM) is the input real symmetric matrix, stored ín

half storage mode. It has dimension

NSYM=NRECIP(NRECIP+1)/2, where NRECIP is the number of re-

c iprocal lat,t ice vectors .

M(NSVM) is the matrix which feeds the values of t and v into

the matrix A.

Ð(HneCrp) is the output vector cont.aining the eigenvaLuês.

Z is the output (HneCrP*NRECIP) matrix containing the eigen-

vectors of matrix À. Eigenvectors in column .l of Z cotre-

spond to eigenvalues o(J).

WK(NRECIP) is the 'work area' used by EIGRS.

Y(NRECIP) is the vector containing the values of the poten-

tial energy.



g(_) is the vector containing the amplitude of

tial. Its dimension is the number of different
one wishes to investigate.

1s

t,he poten-

ampl i tudes

It is set to 1

summed over the

reciprocal lat-

g¡¡(Krt) is the matrix cont,aining the energy eigenvalue, L t

for a given wavevector, K. The dimension of K is the number

of wavevectors one is interested in, and the dimension of L

is at most NRECIP.

g(NRECIP) is the reciprocal lattice vector.

NVEE is the number of potentials one wishes to examine.

NK is the number of wavevectors one wishes to use.

oso

for

is the effective mass of the electron.
alL the following calculations.

PURPSE This program can calculate energies and/or wavefunc-

tions. If purpse=1, it, calculates energies only. If
purpse=2, it calculates wavefunctions only. If purpse=3, it
calculates both energies and wavefunctions.

3.1.2 Span Reciprocal Lattice Space

Both the potential and the wavefunctions are

reciprocal lattice vector, G. The number of

tice vectors can be varied in the program.

In the notation of the program,

NSTAR determines the number of reciprocal lattice vectors to be used.

For example,



NSTÀR

NSTAR

NNNEYB

NRECI P
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1 G = 0, y2n/a

2 c = 0, :2Il/a, tL'ila
= number of shells of neighbors = 2(NSTÀR)

= 2(NNNEYB) + "l = number of reciprocal lattice vectors

3.'1 .3 Calculation of Potentials

To calculate the Fourier coefficients of the potential, a

subroutine, POTEN which calculates the potentials, is in-

voked.

POTEN (V, AV, A )

ry' = Four ier Coef f ic ient,s

AV = V term¡ ot the G = Ç term

B = Amplitude of the potential, or the strength of diffracting
potentials

These coefficients are fed into the off-diagonal elements of

the matrix.

3.'1 .4 Truncation of Fourier Series

In theory, the summation of the Fourier series over the in-
dexrn, which is related to the reciprocal lattice vect,or, is
infinite. However, most of the potentials studied here have

Fourier coefficients which are proportional to 1/n or 1/t*,
and can be truncated. Fifteen terms is more than adequate

to truncate the series. The higher coefficients of the

Fourier series contribute very litt1e to the overall sum.
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3.1 .5 SPan I SPace

Recall that an electron is being scattered from state k to

state k-G. The energies and t¡avefunctions, naturally, depend

upon the electronic state, k.

The program calculales the energy eigenvalues for these

electrons for any number of wavevectors, k'

The program uses the reduced variable RKVECT, which en-

Sure5 a k-vector between the zone centrerK =0, and the zqne

boundary, k=1 . In the program, RKVECT = (K-1 )r/(l¡n-t ) where

o((k-1 )((H¡t-l), so o(n¡<vecr(1 .

3.1.6 Calculation of KE Term and Feed IntO Matrix

The KE term is

k = ( K - zt)z +eV * Vo

In the terminologY of the Program'

L
/AsA + AvA = KVECT - 2(I_NSTÀR-l )

Recall t,hat QSQ, t.he ef f ective mass' is set to one.

3.1 .7 Eioenvalues

The energy eigenvalues are then calculated by the EIGRS sub-

routine (tusl).

i

i

l

I

I

;l
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3.1 .8 Wavefunctions

The exPression for the

Computat i ona I Iy 
'

cientsd . They are

terminant, normalized

rùavefunctionr âs mentioned earlier,

tv-er ti Lrr'-cx\x'1s

where d isL-k
the coefficient of the plane

z
k

V"(x) =

it is
the

to

labelled Z ín
itk-k\L

wave e ,and

quite easy to

eigenvectors of

one.

, r¡-E)¡-
v¡ave e .

all k

obtain the coeffi-
the programmed de-

is then mul-the program,

summed over

Thi s

t ipI ied

Iït,
eas i Iy

eigenvector,

by the plane

, the probability density of the electrons, is then

found.

l

ll

,

il

I
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ComPuter Proqram

C DIFFRACTION MODELLING OF ELECTRON BAND STRUCTURES

c THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE ENERGIES AND WAVEFUNCTIONS

C IN A ONE ELECTRON APPROXIMATION' OF ELECTRONS IN A

C SOLID' SUBJECT TO À GMN IONIC POTENTIAL

C TO CALCULATEs

c A) ENERGTES ONLY, SET PURPSE = 1

c B) WAVEFUNCTTONS ONLY, SET PURPSE = 2

C C) ENERGTES AND WAVEFUNCTIONS, SET PURPSE = 3

c

c-------
C SPECIFICATTON STATEMENTS

rMPLrCrr REAL*8 (e-H,O-?'l

COMPLEX*16 PI^IAVE, EYE 
'WF1 

,WF2,WF3 
' 
TOTWFI 

'TOTWF2,TOTWF3

DTMENSTON M( 1 5) ,A( 1 20 ) ,O( 1 5) ,Z( 1 5,1 5) ,WK( 1 5) ,V( 1 5) ,B(20)

DTMENSION YY (2, +),C( 1 S)

DATA NVEE,NK,QSQ /20,2 t1 .0D0/

coMMoN NNNEYB, r C,NRECI P

EYE=DCMPLX ( 0 . 0D0 , 1 . 0D0 )

PURPSE=1

c

DO 100 NSTAR="| t7

NNNEYB=2*NSTAR

NRECI P=NNNEYB+1

I Z=NRECT P

MDpT= (NnnCr p+1,1/2

c

C SET UP POTENTIALS
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DO 901 IC=1 rNVEE

CALL POTEN(V,eV,g)

TRUNCATION OF FOURIER SERIES

DO 700 NV=1 ,1

c

NN=NRECIP+1-TW

wRrrE (5,353) NN

353 FORMÀT (1X,'NO. OF TERMS REPRESENTING THE POTENTTAL rS"13)
DO 701 I=NN,NRECIP

v( r ) =0.0D0

701 CONTINUE

c

c-------
C D]AGONAL INDICES

c

M(1)=1

DO 1 I=2TNRECIP

M(I )=M(r-1)+r

1 CONTINUE

c

c-------
C SPÀN K-SPÀCE

c

DO 5 K=1 rNK

c

c

c

c

j

I

I

l

I

tt.
I

i

i

I

I

:

:
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c

RKVECT= (orr,Oer ( n-l ) )/Ortoer (Nn-l )

c------'
c

C OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS

c

DO 2 I=2TNRECIP

INT=I -1

DO 3 .l=1 'INT
À(M(rNT)+,J)=v(l-.r)

3 CONTINUE

2 CONTTNUE

c

c-------
C DIAGONAL ELEMENTS

c

DO 6 I=1,NRECIP

A(M(r ) )=(nKvscr-DFLoAT(2*(r-NsrAR-1 Il',t x2/ese +ev

6 CONTTNUE

c

c-------
C FTND EIGENVALUES

c

rF (punpsg.NE.1) co ro 279

CALL EIGRS (e,¡lRgct P, 0 , D, Z ,rZ ,WK, I ER)

GO rO 291

279 CALL ErGRS(¡rNREClp,l,D,Z,IZrWK,IER)

rF (punpse.EQ,z) oo ro 294
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c

C STORE EIGENVALUE DÀTA

c

291 CONTINUE

DO I L=1,4

YY(K,t )=o(L)

8 CONTINI'E

c-------
c

C WRITE EIGENVALUES

c

vtRrrE (6,510)

vtRrrE (6,499 ) RKVSCT

q99 FORMAT (, K=, ,F3.1 )

wRrrE (5,5"10)

wRrrE (6,522)

522 FORMAT(1X,'ENERGY ETGENVALUES' )

vtRrrE (6,510)

wRrrE (6,500) D

500 FoRMÀT (10813.5)

wRrrE (6,510)

510 FORMAT (' '|)

wRrrE(6,510)

5 CONTINUE

c

C STORE AMPLITUDE AND EIGENVALUES ON DATÀ FILE

c

wRrrE(8,205) s(rc),yy(1,1 ),yy(2,1 ),yy(1,2),YY(2,2\,
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$YY( 1,3),YY(2, 3),YY (1,4),yy (2,4)

zos FoRMAT(16.2 t2xtB (g'13. s,2x) )

c

c

c

c

c

294

296

310

rF (punpse.Ee.1) co ro 613

WRITE EIGENVECTORS

FÏND WAVEFUNCTTONS

wRrrE (6,296)

FoRMAT(3xr'x' rBx,'pRoB1' rBxr'pRoB2' r1'lxr' pRoB3' )

DO 512 IX=1 ,61

x=0. 1Do*DFLOAT ( rX-31 )

TOTWF'1 =DCMPLX( O. OO0, O . ODO )

TOTWF2=DCMPLX ( 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0 )

TOTWF3=DCMPLX ( 0 . 0D0, 0 . 0D0 )

DO 3'10 JJX=1 ,NRECIP

c ( ,r.:x ) =DFLoAT ( t'fDpr-,l,Jx )

pwAVE=CDeXp ( EyE* ( n¡<VgCr-C (,r,¡x ) ) *x )

wF1=z(9.¡x,1)*PwAvg

wF2=z(.r.¡x,2)*PwAvE

wF3=z (,¡.:x,3 ) *PwAvg

TOTWFl =TOTWFI +WF1

TOTWF2=TOTWF2+WF2

TOTllF3=TOTWF3+WF3

CONTINUE

PROB 1 =TOTWF 1 *DCON,JG ( rOtWr' 1 )

PROB2=TOTWF2*DCON.]G ( TOTWF2 )

PROB3=TOTWF3*DCONJG ( TOTWF3 )
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wRrrE( 6, 31 5) x,PROB1,PROB2,PROB3

wRITE( 9, 31 5) X,PROB1,PROB2,PROB3

FORMAT (96.2 t2xtE10. 3, 2XrE1 0 .3,zrre1 0. 3)

CONTINUE

315

s12

NM=NN- 1

wRrrE (6,520)

520 FoRMÀT (r ')

613 CONTINUE

7OO CONTINUE

901 CONTINUE

1 OO CONTINUE

STOP

END
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ENERGY BANDS

When t.he determinantal equation W) is solved, the solutions

for E will falt into bands and gaps. The states within each

allowed band will be labelled by k.

Actually, there are several ltays energy bands can be pre-

sented (gube, 1981). The energy could be plotted as a func-

t,ion of wavevector, k, expressing the dispersion relation

for the electron l¡ave. The energy could also be plotted as

a function of crystal position, emphasizing the nonlocalized

nature of bands. ÀIternately' one could plot energy as a

function of the diffraction potential, a presentation which

shall be adopted in this study. Finally, it should be men-

tioned that one could plot equal energy surfaces as a func-

tion of wavevector.

4.1 DIFFRÀCTION POTENTIAL

In order to use this PVID method, a potential must be chosen'

and Fourier-analyzed as in equation (2).

The question of the choice of potential nay arise. Are

they chosen for mathematical conveniencer or do they model

real, physical systems (r,ieU and Mattis, 1965), or both ?

In the PWD Method, one can choose a real periodic potential.

I

l

I

I

ll

l

l'
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It is interesting to note that the condition V¿ = U-I,

ensuring a real potential, restricts this potential to an

even function, V(x)=V(-x). An even function, of course, is
the only function where the Fourier coefficients V,can equal

the Fourier coefficients Vl'
In this study, the band structure of electrons subject to

five such potentials will be discussed. The first two po-

tentials !{ere chosen for comparison of the PwD with other

methods of band structure calculations. The second three

were chosen for their physical significancer âs mentioned

earlier.

The Fourier series are presented in figure 4.1 and their
derivation in appendix 1. The electron energies are then

computed using these series and plotted as a function of po-

tential weII depth. All calculations use fifteen reciprocal
lattice vectors of equation (3). A discussion of the fea-

tures of the band structure wiIl follow t,hese calculations.
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4.2 VANTSHING BÀND GÀPS IN ONE DTMENSION

One usually thinks of an elect,ron band structure diagram as

consisting of distinct bands separated by gaps. However,

for certain potentials these bands might touch at several

points (¡Ilen, 1953 or Lippmann, 1957),

The points where these bands touch are called points of

contact (ellen, 1953) or simply, vanishing gaps. Two ques-

tions that naturally arise are when and why do these zeto

gaps occur ?

We shall examine some conditions where bandgaps disappear

at certain potentials (r,in and Smit, 1981 or Strandberg,

1982). The potentials, it seems, must be confining, local-

ized, I and symmetrical. Àlso, it seems (r,in and Smit, 1981 )

there must be a f1at, intersitial region between wells, sim-

ilar to the muffin tin method of band structure calculations
(ziman, 1971r. Furthermore, vanishing gaps can only occur

above the top of the barriers (lippmann, 1957).

I n previous studies (r-,oty and Bahurmuz , 197 9, 1 980 
' 

1 981 )

these zero band gaps were not encountered because those

studies were concerned vrith low lying-bands and Kronig-Pen-

ney potentials with fixed depth.

1 The word 'Iocalized' is used loosely here, and this point
is discussed in Chapter 6.

il
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IncidentalIy, if one slightly varies the potential, the

zeÊo band gaps disappear. Thus they are sometimes referred

to as vanishingly improbable phenomena (Herring, 1937).

,l

I

I

ìi
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^.? MÀTHIEU POTENTIAL

The band structure of an electron subject to the Mathieu po-

tential has already been examined using the PWD Method (pin-

cherle, 1961 and LoIy and Bahurmuz, 1979'). It is included

in thís study, t,hough, to see if zeto band gaps appear, and

also because the wavefunction of an electron subject to this

potential is examined later.

This potential has a welt for the atomic cores and a hump

for the interstitial region. It does not have a localized

weII, nor does it have a flat interstitiat region. Hence it

is not likeIy to have zero gaps.

The numerical evidence presented in figure 4.2 shows that

there are no zeto gaps for the Mathieu potential.

The allowed energy bands are plotted for the potential

wells with variable well depth. The bottom of each band

corresponds to the electronic energy for k=0, whereas the

top of each band corresponds to the energy for k=l. For the

Mathieu potential the bands are labelled 81 for the lowest

band, B2 for the second band, 83 for the third band and 84

for the fourth band.

The energy band diagrams for the other potential-s follow a

similar pattern.
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Figure 4.2t Energy vs. potential strength for Mathieu

potent iaI
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4.4 KRONIG-PENNEY POTENTTAL

The energy band structure of the Kronig-Penney potential has

been investigated with many methods (for example, see Wet-

zel-, 1980), including the PWD Method (f,oty and Bahurmuz,

1979r, These worlrers vrere rnainly interested in low-tying

bands and did not study in detail the bands above the barri-
ê8. This problem is re-examined here, to see if the PWD

method can reproduce the touching band gaps of previous

studÍes (rin and Smit, 1980), which appear above the barri-
er.

First, if the well width is set to one fifth the period,

vanishing band gaps occur for 0, the free electron case,

1g ,23.2, 99, as in f igure 4.3,

{re?qâ

q 

---t

Figure 4.3: KP potential with weII width one fifth the
per i od

This configuration does have a localized well and a fl-at

interstitial regionr so vanishing band gaps are Iikely.

These results seem to be in agreement with the results of

Lin and Smit (1980). rhey use a simple scattering argument

to predict the location of zero band gaps. This argument is

l

'i
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Setting Dr =
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below.

have a

V"=

where b is Èhe lridth of the weII,

terstitial region, a = (b+c) is
are integerso '

Recalling that
,ÍÈnt\ znn ) we should

c is the width of the in-
the period, and n, and n¿

our potentials are divided by the factor

expect gaps to occur at potentials

yields a

v0- $'Y,l
and c=0.8a, since the well width is one fifth the

0

2

1

1

Dz= o

L

tra= 1

Da= 1

n

yields

y i elds

yields
4,4.

2

gap at 0.00.

a gap at 18.27 .

a gap at 23.4.

a gap at 98.0. The results

.i

Now if
terst i t ial
f igure 4.5

the width

region,

of

the

the well eguals the length of the in-
band gaps vanish, as can be seen from

The Kronig-Penney potential, too, seems to follow the

conditions for vanishing band gaps. The well must be local-
ized with a flat region in between. The zero gap energies,

too, are greater than the diffracting potentials.



The Kronig-Penney potential is often

and undergraduate lectures to illustrate

bands and gaps. However, it is presented

wells, or approximated by delta function

zero gaps cannot occur ( ellen , '1 953 ) .

34

used in textbooks

the existence of

without localized
potentials, where
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Figure 4.4¿ Energy vs well depth for KP potential, b = 1/5

a The dashed line indicates the top of the

weII. The ionized region lies above this line,
the bound region below.
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Figure 4.5¡ Energy vs well depth for KP

potential, b = a
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4.5 TRIANGULÀR POTENTIAL

First, the energy bands for an electron in a periodic trian-
gular potential well are computed using the PWD method (f,oty

and Bahurmuz , 1979). These eigenvalues are then compared to

the exact solution to the atomic or single triangular well
problem (eshbaugh and Morgan, 1981). For the PWD solution a

series of electron bands, representing bound and unbound

states can be computed, whereas the exact solution yields
discrete bound energy eigenvalues. In the triangular peri-
odic well problem of period 2Il , the Fourier series is given

by:
-'n3alD

0 -6 æ<'r

Thus the well has a slope of ft/lt/2. The srope of the single
well used by Ashbaugh and Morgan corresponds to zAÁf =1 or

t = n /2,

* {rr) = l*#
*

1T

4.5.1 Exact solution for a sinqle trianoular well
The exact solutions for the energy eigenvalues are obtained

from the SWE: )zA

ffi + (e -cr,o) Y= D rau¡

for x"t0 and boundary conditions (b.c.) YOo)= O

T'(o)=o even solution

Y(o)=o odd soLution and setting
x'=c{3( -n/c+xl



dxt=c,ud*,

one arrives at Airy's differential equation

38

ene r9 r es

Func t i on

- ,J'(ffi'
Solving this equation

which are ttre solution

and its derivat'ive

ei ( -sã9 =o

Ai'(-8""3)=o

.+ /.t Y"O

with the above b.c. Yields

to t,he zeroes of the AirY

tent iaI .

The numerical results ( i . e. t,he zeroes of the Airy Func-

tion) are taken directry from Ashbaugh and Morgan(1981 ).

one must note however, that Àshbaugh and Morgan (1981) solve

equation (Aß4) f or c=1 . Îhe eígenvalues can easily be ob-

t,ained for other values of c by the transformation used

above. That is, if E is the eigenvalue for c=1, the energy

for arbitrary c' is given bY

E" = Eca"3

It is interesting also to note the expansion of the exact

solutiontoAiry'sdifferentialequation.AsgiveninAsh-
baugh and Morgan:

where c is the amPlitude of the Po-

nwm

n ùd¿

En= Fu(*l]"îv*[åucn- ,[i t[c*l) ^ú

ew=Fn f n-tü 
o' 

|t* ft[1ot*! ú TD [*il-]l
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The common reading term is 3/qtl.+l/213.

zt3
Thus we expect g.^, (n+1/2), an interesting power law.

It is interesting to compare the dependence of energy on

n, the principal quantum number, with the Mathieu and Kro-

nig-Penney Potentials(r,oty and Bahurmuz, 1980). The Kronig-

Penney case resembles a square welI, wíth Eün2 whereas in

the Mathieu case the botLom of the well is parabolic' and

hence n*h+1/2) for deep wells.

The two thirds povrer law for the energy dependence on po-

tential depth in equation (ân) is easily obtained by a simple

quantum mechanical calculation using the Uncertainty Princi-
pIe.

To see this, confinement is measured

by the ttangle"

where a=Iattice parameter

W=depth of potential

The Uncertainty Principle is used
Ax$l*>^k

and energies are computed approximately from the kinetic

rormura 
Ç =!!,- Zln

o¿= #,t

t^,

J

For d{ one has lX = (E 
t
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and finaIIY
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4,,5.2 c

C=1

Afrn hlxE,

E, * (h)' lz^ E
2-rA
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0.7352 to 1 .0466

4.7075 to 4.7476

11 .2049 to 1 0.4663

13.9122 to 1 6.801 9

21 .949 to 21 ,949

50.373 to 50.373

69.980 to 69.981

88.075 t,o 88.070

J
dtÉr'

3
ç

E

L

(

d,'

E
? tf\

lt4 zlq

) )
w
ù

r1 of the two methods()n

Returning to the main problem' one can novr compare some nu-

merícal resurts for bound eigenstates, derived from both the

pvtD approximation and the exact results for a single v

shaped well.

A}{PLTTUDE FÀCTOR SINGLE WELL PERIOÐIC TRIANGULAR

1 .0188

4.7284

1 0.8525

1 5.0768

21 .942

50.3730

69.9803

88.0722

C=1 00



'103.8459

1 1 8.9368

132.7944

146.2152

1 58.8287

1 01 .8793

233.8106

324.8197

408.7948

-----

1 03.82

119.12

1 31 .78

148.81

154.70

to
to
to

to

to
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103.87

119.71

1 33.59
'1 43.48

1 65.02

C=1 000

1 s34.0751 1 548.8 to 1571 .4

For potential barriers up to c=100, the exact bound state

eigenvalues faII within the energy bands calculated by the

PWD method. As c increases, hOwever, to c=1000 and higher,

the exact eÍgenvalues tend to lie a bit below the calculated

energy bands. This disagreement probably indicates that a

Iarger determinant is needed for complete agreement.

Even with this slight discrepancy for wells with large

potentials the PWD method does indeed yield the eigenvalues

of an electron in a triangular weII potential.

1 01 .96 to 101 .97

233.85 to 233.86

324.93 to 324.93

408.91 to 408.92

,,0,{i.t 
:**ì' v'ñ,rìå,,,*.

i|)i rt,'i 
;11 ,.i;,ii

(lgRnRrçÊ
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Now we examine the overall band structure, as presented

in figure 4.6. It consists of distinct bands which narrow

with increasing potential. There are no vanishing band

gaps, except, of course, for zeto potential, the free elec-
tron case. It should be noted that the triangular potential
has a well on the atomic cores, but no flat interstitial re-
gion. Hence, the energy spectrum of an electron subject to
this potential does not have vanishing band gaps. One would

predict this from t.he conditions for zero band gapsr âs out-

Iined earlier.
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Figure 4.5t Energy vs. potential for TrianguLar potentiaL
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4.6 TRIANGULAR POTENTIAL WITH A PLATEAU

Next, a calculation of the energy band structure of a peri-

odic triangular well with a plateau is examined. This prob-

Iem has already been studied by another method (r,in and

Smit, 1981), with interesting.results. They found several

vanishing band gapsr oF "touching gaps" in the energy band

structure.

Lin and Smit consider a well whose width is one fifth the

períod. So let's also consider the case of a localized tri-
angular well, v¡ith the well width one fifth the period, as

in figure 4.'7.
I a{s¡

a4

Figure 4.7 t WeIl width equal to one f if th t,he period

It!s band structure is presented in figure 4.8, with vanish-

ing band gaps as one would guess, and as Lin and Srnit have

shown. Although the P!{D energies are slightly higher than

those presented by Lin and Smit (1981), the overall band

structure diagram exhibits the same gualitative features, in

particular, the zeto band gaps.



Now if we widen the well,
period, Yre can observe that
pear, because novr the well is

so the width is
the previous band

less localized.
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one half the

gaps disap-

Finally, if the plateau disappears altogether, the poten-

tial is just the triangular configuration of the previous

section. It has no zeto gaps, of course. Note however,

that in this case the zero of potential is defined as the

bottom of the well, instead of the top, so diagram 4.6 and

diagram 4.10 are different,.
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Figure 4.8: 9le1l width equal to one fifth the period
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Figure 4.9t WeIl width equal to one half the the period
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lr
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i

Figure 4.10: Plateau Vanishes
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4.7 SUPERLATTICE POTENTIAL

Finally, the band structure of electrons in a superlattice
representation is computed. A superlattice is a material

where two layers of different materials are interwoven.

They can occur as alloys, such as a copper-aluminum alloy
(Sato and Toth, 1961), or they can be grovrn synthetically
(nohLer, 1983). If the superlattice consists of a periodic

array of two different materials, it is called a composi-

tional superlattice.

For

of two

4.1).

s imp.l ic i ty a

Kronig-Penney

compositional

potentials is
superlatt ice

studied here

consisting
(see figure

It has been observed (Landauer, 1981), that changing the

relative sizes of well 1 and weII 2 determines the existence

of zero gaps. Apparently they appear when the weII depth of

well 1 is about the same as the weLl depth of well 2, for an

(eg) superlattice (see figure 4.11).

,nrrlL |' A
\ we-[t 2'

Figure 4.11: (ag) Superlattice
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glhert well 1 is one half the size of well 2, a f ew zreÊo

gaps appearr ês in f igure 4.12. t{hen weII t has the same

depth as well 2, similar to a simple Kronig-Penney weII,

there are, as predicted, vanishing band gaps. Finally, when

well 1 is five times the size of well 2, the zero gaps dis-
appear.

i

I

Finallyrit should be noted that this potential has local-
ized wells with a flat region in between. Thus, indeed, it
shows vanishing band gaps.

Thus, the zero gaps appearing in the band

studied seem to satisfy the above conditions.

st ruc tures
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Figure 4.12: Superlattice potential, well 2
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Figure 4.131 Superlattice potential, weLI z

1

size of well
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Figure 4.14: Superlattice potential, weII I = five Èimes

size of weII 1
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4.8 SOME EXPLANATION OF ZERO BAND GAPS

one can give conditions for lhe appearance of zero gapsr âs

we have seen, but to exprain why they occur is a rittre more

difficult.

These vanishing gaps are commonly explained as accidental
degeneracies of Bloch waves at the zone boundaries. The

reason why there is such a degeneracy is not quite crear,
but an argument may be constructed as folrows. For a (2xz)

approximation in the energy calculations, the energy gap is
given by Ag = Zlvç I at the zone boundary (ziman, 1g7gr.

using more reciprocar rattice vectorsr sây (15x15), there
wourd be additional potentiar energy terms infruencing the
size of the energy gap. If there were a cancerration of po-

tential terms, the gap would be zero.

rn generar, it might be added, if symmet,ry is destroyed,

degeneracies are rifted. Hence if the werrs are not symme-

tric, the band gap would not vanish.

Arternateryrone can examine the question of wave refrec-
tion. Recall that band gaps are exprained by particre re-
flections at the Brirlouin zone Boundary. But remember

also, that any wave incident on a medium does not refrect if
the thickness of the medium is equar to an integrar number

of half wave lengths. In such a case, a lrave propogating in
the flat interstitiar region between werrs wirr not be scat-
tered by the werl (r,in and smit, 1981). rf there is no re-
flection, there is no band gap.
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In summary, for particular values of a cert,ain potential,

band gaps disappear. This is a fundamental feature of band

structure calculations, but it is widely overlooked (lan-

dauer, 1981 ). Since one traditionally demonstrat,es band

structure by Kronig-Penney wells which are not well local-
izedr of, by Mathieu potentials, zero gaps are not seen.

i
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WAVEFUNCTIONS

Now that electron energies have been calculated, the next

Iogical step is to calculate wavefunctions of electrons sub-

ject to given potentials. The expression for the sravefunc-

tionr âs mentioned earlier, is
Vr (x) = E dr-ç ,ri 

(b-&) t 
i(þ-ç)x.

where dr-çi" the coef f iciånt of the plane y¡ave e .

There is a wavefunction, of course' corresponding to each

electronic energy state.

Computationally, it is quite easy to obtain the coeffi-

cients / , from the solutions of the algebraic equation (3).

They are proportional to the eigenvector of the programmed

determinant. There will an eigenvector, and hence a wave-

function for each energy eigenvalue.

The wavefunction can be studied as a function of wavevec-

tor k, for a fixed x, or as a function of position in the

crystal, x, for a fixed k. Rather than exhibit the wave-

function y, though, the electron probability, lllt r or

charge density, is presented. Alternately, a three dimen-

sional plot of x,k, and probability amplitude could be plot-

ted. Once the wavefunction is computed, the probability am-

plituder or the charge density is easily obtained.

56
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5.1 TEST T^TÀVEFUNCTION

As a test of the wavefunction calculations, the wavefunc-

tions vrere computed using the standard two by two approxima-

t,ion (ziman, 19791. In this approximation, the electrons

have a wavevector corresponding to the first Brillouin Zone.

In the (2x2) approximat,ion, only two eguations of (3) are

used:
let- ufi*t, + ye,otw-q 

= o

Y- ç ,(, I ¿lr- Ecvt\,(E-ç = o+

Assuming, though, that the potential energy, VG, is small in

comparison to the kinetic energy of the free electron.

The energies, for the sake of comparison, are given by

near k=0,

6! ta= àGt" €yi) t * Iten- €""-.i" +tyatzJ

á(,tl- go"

near the zone boundary,
€-cLG,)= €I,e,- lYcl

Fj (Lr*) = tu,i + llol
Thus the width of Èhe energy gap at the zone boundary is
2 lv6l . The general expression for the wavefunction, of

course, is
Yrrtx) = 7n,-r t

)¡\.1

icb-ç )'r

for U = ç/2, the zone boundary,

nlî cos Clç,")Y

Y"= Vã isilv, [f Çr)



Thus , l'N'(z is large near x=0, and at every

site, with a maximum value of tvro.
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other lattice

this corresponds to the electrons being cen-

In other words, the potential is an attrac-
Physically,

tred on atoms.

tive potential.

FinaIIy, it should be noted that the (2x2) approx is cen-

tred around the zone boundary.

Prosram Modification for (2x2) case

Since the program is set up for an odd number of reciprocal

Iattice vectorsr coEresponding to symmetry about the zone

centre, a'bIock'of the (3x3) matrix is taken.

L¡
v,

úr

V, V¿

tu--1, r

V¡ àrl

Results

The wavefunctions in this Qx2) approximation were calculat-
ed for the Mathieu Potential with amplitude 0.1, and for

k=0, 1 .

For k=0, the zone centre, the probabilities oscillate
about lVlz= l, as in diagram 5.1.

For k=1, the zone boundary, the two wavefunctions represent

standing waves. One probability amp is zero at x=0, whereas



the other one is a maximumrlVtz= 2.

in figure 5.2,
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The results are plotted
i
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It must be noted that the (2x2) approximation is centred

at the zone boundary, and cannot reproduce quadratic behav-

ior of the bands at the zone centre (to1y and Bahurmuz,

19791, This two by two approximation is inproved in the

next section.
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I

Figure 5.1¡ Probability density of eLectrons subject to
Mathieu PotentiaL, K-0
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s,z lTl2 r'on Lowgsr BAND oF MATHTEU porENTrAL

Next, a three dimensional plot of I Y l',*, and k is shown

in figure 5.3. The probabilities were calculated in the

(3x3) approximation, and correspond to the Lowest energy eí-
genvalue. The probability amplitude, once again, shows a

maximum at x=2 and a minimum at x=0. In this three dimen-

sional plot, the variation of Probability amplitude with the

wavevector k can be seen.
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ROBABILITY AMPLTTUDES AS A F'UhICTIOIÏ OF K AND X
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5.3 $¿ r'on orHER porENTrALs usrNc (15x1s) pr,or

Finally, the wavefunctions for electrons subject to t,he Kro-

nig-Penney potential , tÊ iangular potential, the triangular
potential with a plateau between the wells, and the super-

lattice potential are plotted. Each Probability density has

been computed in the (15x15) approximalion, with a period of

pi. The wavefunctions corresponding to the lowest three en-

ergy states are presented. They are labelled [{t fo, the

probability density corresponding to the lowest energy

state, lYrl'ro, the second energy state, and lïltf "t the third
Iowest energy state.

The results are presented on the next few pages.

For the Kronig-Penney potential, lY,l' is centred on zero,

similar to the Mathieu potential in the (2x2) approximation,

with k=1. The second probability density has maxima at

about !Í(L. The third probability density has maxima at, JTI o

For the tr iangular potent ial I f,l' i s centred on x=0 , r i s-

ing to a maximum at +J[. lYJ"is a maximum at x=0r and falls
to zero at tqf , whereas ltl'o""illates.

llhen the plateau is added to the triangular potential,

lTlt rrattens out, being sma1l f rom x=0 to about x= !lZ, then

rising to a max at aboutT[.

is still a maximum at x=0.

lYJ"is also rower in value, but

Itl" on". again osc i 1lates.



FinaIIy '
are s imi lar

the probability amplitudes

to those of the triangular
-
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in the superLattice
potential- with a pla-
faLls to a minimum at
rises to a maximum at

teau.

about x

x=JT

lY,l' i t a maximum at x=0, and

=J'ff . lfr¡ti" ze

. lY3Í once again

ro at x=0 and

osc i llates.
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Figure 5.4: Probabitity amplitudes of electrons subject to
a Kronig-Penney potential
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Figure 5.5: Probabirity amplitudes of erectrons subject to
a Triangular potential
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Figure 5.6: Probability ampliÈudes

a Triangular Potential
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of eLectrons subject to
with a Plateau
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Figure 5.7: Probability amplitudes of electrons subject to
a Superlattice Potential
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CONCLUSIONS

The PIID Method has been described and used to find the ener-

gies and wavefunctions of electrons subject to certain in-
teresting periodic potentials. As an extension of earlier
studies (r,oty and Bahurmuz 1979,1980,1981) a study of ion-

ized states has been added to the low-}ying ones treated

earlier. In addition to the study of energy bands, wave-

function calculations exhibited as charge densities have

been initiated.

The PWD Method has once again proved to be an efficíent
and accurate approach as demonstrated by the study of the

triangular potential. The emphasis has then been to explore

the energy spectra of various potentials, with results ex-

hibited graphically.

In the ionized .states of the Kronig Penney and other po-

tentials, the phenomenon of vanishing gaps has been exam-

íned. This phenomenon has received renewed attention in re-

cent years, in particular from Lin and Snit (1981) and other

investigators who have quoted them.

Interestingl.y, a search of the literature shows that zero

gaps, especially for the Kronig-Penney potential, have been

70
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observed from the earliest days of the modern theory of sol-
ids. They yrere noted in Strutt's studies (1928), which even

predates the studies of Bloch (1928),2 It is also interest-
ing to note that Lin and Smit (1981) and Strandberg (1982)

do not even trace zero gaps back to Allen (1953), who made

the clearest study.

Lin and Smit (1981) also make an unsubstantiated comment

to the effect that a perfectly flat plateau between the

wells is not necessary for zeÊo gaps to occur. Vlith the PWD

approach and the diffraction interpretation of it (Loly and

Bahurmuz, 1980), one can see the truth of Èhis statement,

because the truncated (15x15) determinant cannot produce a

perfectly flat plateau.

Zero gaps also appear to be a more general phenomenon.

They were found by LoIy (private communication) in calcula-
tions for plasmons in layered materials, though this sras not

the primary f eature of concern in the initial -report (Caille

et â1, 1981 ). Since a Kronig-Penney charge density profile
with variable rectangularity was used in a formulation

equivalent to the present bandstructure.problem, one can nov¡

identify the origin of those previously puzzling gap dissap-

pearances.

2 For a brief
per by LoIy

account of this piece of
and Bahurmuz (1979).

history, see the pa-
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One point for further study, though, concerns the condi-

tions outlined for the occurence of zero gaps. It appears

that the wells must be "Iocalized" for these vanishing gaps

to occur. It was found empirically, for example, that for
certain potentials a well width one fifth the period pro-

duced zero band gaps, but a weII width one half the period

did not. Further study is needed to establish a criterion
for zero gaps.

One strength of the P!{D approach is that it is readily
adapted to higher dimensionsr ês demonstrated by a two and

three dimensional generalization of the Mathieu problem (ga-

hurmuz and Loly, 1979). Clearly, a two and three dimension-

aI counterpart of the Kronig-Penney potential can be treat-
ed. This extension to higher dimensions offers interesting
possibilities for studying dimensional cross-over effects,
similar to zero gaps in one dimension.

Fina1ly, the initial vravefunction calculations were re-

stricted to charge density calculations only. They could be

extended to calculations of matrix elements arising in the

dielectric susceptibility
calculations involving the electronic wavefunclion in a

c rystal .

In conclusion, the PWD Method continues to be an effi-
cient nethod of calculating the bandstructure and wavefunc-

tions of electrons subject to periodic one-dimensional po-

tent ials.

þ h,"l (ziman , 1g7gl , or other
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APPENDIX

F'or an even function, v(x)=v(-x), the expression for the
Fourier series is well known and given by

The

r ived.

-rn v(x) =a6/2 *ìuncos(nwx)

,= +f f (x)cos(nwx) dx w = 2T1 /T T Ë rhe period

Fourier series for the potentiars studied are no$¡ de-

Cf
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8,1 TRIANGULAR POTENTIAL
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8.2 TRTANGULAR PoTENTTÀL WITH PLÀTEAU
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8.3 SUPERLATTTCE POTENTIAL
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